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Small Philosophies: A Short Story 
By CYNTHIA KIDD OVERLIE 

English Department 
Mankato West High School 

Colors Coffen stepped along the road at a pace that 
his ancient, bluetick, Cletus, was hard put to keep up with, 
except love of his master and the rhythmic harmonica strains 
set the timing. Why even a dog should find Colors necessary 
is difficult to say. The facts of his shabby gray work out
fit and his battered fedora proppped on a bony frame that 
jutted through at the elbows of his shirt would lead one to 
believe that it wasn't a full belly or comfort which made him 
trudge ever after this worn man. Perhaps constant affection 
over the years and knowing he got exactly half of whatever 
the old man called his own made Cletus faithful to the 
wanderer. 

How I had, on this low, hanging day in fall, happened 
to stand on the top of a knoll, Winchester rifle clapped to 
my side, and discovered them on the road must have been 
coincidence and more. Six of us had started out that misty 
morning, partners until our paths diverged in the search for 
ga.Ijle. As has happened with ·a man reaching his prime, the 
woods, the particular odor of things and the feel of the 
gun's weight and smooth wood on my arm below my rolled-up 
shirtsleeve brought me gently back into my adolescence, un
aware as the sensory experiences gave way to hallucinations 
of the past. Thus, the sight of Colors Coffen and the dog, 
Cletus, seemed more than coincidence. It was like. a vision 
my reason struggled with to decide them flesh and blood 
of ghosts or another dead memory. 

I hadn't seen him f or. years, living as he did, in 
the woods and r emoved from the res t of a society he despised. 
Still, I could not forget the many hours I spent with Colors, 
learning and listening on walks through these same wo,Jds. 
We spied on ev-=rything nature worked to conceal and took 
what supplies skill and fate would give us: rabbits, fox, 
otter, squirre l, d~er a-:1'1 ~ ·(,11s~.~. Duri;lG i:~12 sun-hoTlF:~ ;r(!'i 
summers and th~ crackly snowshoe winters I gave him all my 
child's questions as he became the father of my thoughts. 
One day between summer and the onslaught of fall, I asked 
why the sky's .. colors changed and he replied, with twinkling 
fi:yes, that God was a temperamental arti_.,;: changing the 
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seasons and g1.v1.ng them new colors as He dj_d the animals. 
God, Coffen felt, was always inventing changes as was the 
perogative of a Creator of His dimension. 

However, while Colors accepted the changes God made, he 
would not defend those initiated by men. City smokestacks 
grasping for the heavens, highways and buildings growing lik 
striplings without roots seemed to borrow a little of Higher 
territory. The old man viewed Man as mad scientists who 
invented machinery to control the earth and laughed in the 
security of this god-like but false power. Lucifer had 
confronted Him and lost. So would Man lose his arrogance. 

Colors believed he knew this firsthand, having been 
financially ruined in the great crash of 1929. He had been 
a man of education, wealth and ambition beforehand, and look 
upon his fall as part of that oµcoming final battl,e between 
God and His highest creation. So, Colors had retreated to 
the woods back of Millersville, the small town where he'd 
been born, leaving glory to others while he lived a life 
without ambitions or anger. I stumbled across his cabin 
while hunting one fall and alt~ough he aged he did not 
change his mind about the workings of society in all the 
time I knew him. 

Long ago, just a small boy and quite innocent of the 
turbulence that had driven him out of the towni.,· away from 
his people, he accepted me. I played no part, as yet, in 
the eternal war which he had side-stepped to observe. 

How I ached to step down fro~ that hillside, twenty 
years past straggling after him and call out, voice r1.s1.ng 
against the wind and the wailing notes of the harmonica. I 
~~uld not. My shout froze my throat together in silence. 
Foe, as a man, I had crossed the border into the arena of 
battle and could only watch him disappear, Cletus panting 
behind, my tears snuffed on the wind, blurred with another 
vision. 

I returned to my law offices on Monday, for the first 
time saddened by success. 
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